
QuickDrain User Instructions (9/2/03)

1    Align the handle on the Quick Fit Liner to be drained inbetween the alignment pins as the liner is pressed onto the sealing edge of the canister.

2    Remove the Patient Port Cap as well as the large Pour Spout Cap on the Quick Fit Liner cover.  IMPORTANT:  Be sure the caps are firmly affixed to the Tandem Port and Vacuum Port.

3    Rotate the drainhead in the counterclockwise direction onto the top of the Quick Fit Liner to seal drainhead to the Patient and Pour ports.  The drainhead will lock once it has been lowered into the correct positn

4    Grasp the handle and rotate the swingarm in the clockwise direction until the swingarm comes in contact with the stop.

5    The liner will automatically drain.  If you would like to rinse the interior of the liner, press the rinse button at this time..

6    After the liner has drained, grasp the handle and rotate the swingarm in the counterclockwise direction until the swingarm is in its home position.

7    Grasp the release lever on the bottom of the drainhead and rotate the drainhead clockwise until it rests against its stop.  The liner can now be removed and disposed of according to hospital policy.
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Daily Maintenance - Run 3000cc of water/PH neutral enzymatic cleaner 
mixture through the unit at the end of the day.

For Service Contact:
Name:   ________________________________________
Phone:  ________________________________________
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Align the Handle on the Hi-Flow Canister in  
between the alignment Pins.

Remove the Tandem Port Cap as well as the large 
Pour Spout Cap on the Hi-Flow Canister cover.

IMPORTANT: Be sure the caps are firmly affixed 
to the Patient Port and Vacuum Port. 

Rotate the Drainhead in the counterclockwise 
direction onto the top of the Hi-Flow Canister to 
seal drainhead to the Tandem and Pour ports. The 
drainhead will lock once it has been lowered into 
the correct position.

Grasp the Handle and rotate the swingarm in  
the clockwise direction until the swingarm  
comes in contact with the stop. The canister  
will automatically drain.

If you would like to rinse the interior of the 
canister, press the Rinse Button at this time. 

After the canister has drained, grasp the 
Handle and rotate the swingarm in the 
counterclockwise direction until the swingarm  
is in the home position.

Grasp the Release Lever on the bottom of the 
drainhead and rotate the Drainhead clockwise 
until it rests against its stop. Recap all ports  
and dispose of according to hospital policy.
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